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Introductions:The Anti-skid Yoga Mat is an ideal yoga mat for every yoga exerciser. Made of high-grade NBR foaming material, it provides a
stable, cushioned surface with a natural rubber-like hand feel. Soft, non-slip surface offers support and comfort you need for proper alignment in
both beginning and advanced poses. What's more, the mat resists heat and water so you can rest assured to use it anywhere. Textured front
and back not only add strength for ultra tear resistance but also increase grip on smooth floors. Soft and lightweight, it can be rolled and stored
in compact spaces. Click and order now!Features:1. This Yoga Mat provides excellent support for knees, back and ankles while performing
exercise routines2. This Yoga Mat will increase your level of functional fitness3. This durable Yoga Mat provides a comfortable practice area4.
This Exercise Yoga Mat is easy to carry and transport5. You will become much healthier with this Yoga Mat 6. Comfortable, low-profile non-slip
shoulder pad with quilted detail7. Convenient side handles on both ends of tote8. Large, comfortable NBR mat, featuring an oversized detail of
the fabric pattern. Breathable, mesh tote,flexibility and smooth9. Get fashionably fit with the Yoga Mat  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
17,90 €
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Discount -5,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerKtaxon 

Description Made of high-grade NBR foaming materialProvide a stable, cushioned surface with a natural rubber-like hand feelOffer all the
support and comfort you need for proper alignment 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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